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ABSTRACT
A growing need of memory management and secure transmission for data in a protected and speedy manner, system or
network should be compatible with desire problem. We introduce a new approach of encryption then compression
algorithm. With the plethora of multimedia application, security has become a certainly unavoidable issue in
telecommunication and storage of a data. To overcome these vulnerabilities, cryptography is one of the best solution. In
some system or in network low complexity transmission is required due to the low memory cost, small size and resource
constraint. In this paper, we have design a hybrid algorithm which combines the secure force encryption with DCT
compression. In which encryption –then- compression (EC) technique is used. Where we implemented this algorithm on
MATLAB tool and get the results. In this proposed algorithm secure force encryption is performed first then DCT
compression is applied to avoid data redundancies. Compression can be lossy or lossless. Secure force encryption is
used due to its less complexity and simple operation approach.
Keywords
Image Encryption –compression, DCT compression, Secure force algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
In telecommunication system and in network we have to deal with huge data transmission. This will lead to
the memory management and downloading issues. Now a day’s organization needs system which will handle
all the above problems. Data security is the one of the main aspects of the organizations handle their data.
Now a day, storage capacity is also main concern to develop any system. the industries likes system which
required less computational time, minimum resources and less memory requirement. This kind of system can
full-fill their current and future efficient and productive techniques. The integration of cryptography and
limited storage capacity needs, some techniques which are introduced in some IT associations. This takes care
of limited infrastructure budget and increasing storage capacity need.
Overview of Encryption- then- compression system
The growth of multimedia application security becomes an essential issue in Telecommunication industries.
To succeed in dealing with these security issues modern industries uses cryptography an efficient way for
secure transmission of information. Cryptography algorithm are classified into:
1. Symmetric key algorithm
2. Asymmetric key algorithm.
In the proposed system less complicated symmetric cryptographic secure force encryption and compression
algorithm is used. This secure force encryption and compression algorithm is developed with the feistel
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structure and encryption is done with simple framework consist of basis mathematical operations. The aim of
this research is to analyse, to evaluate the outcome of proposed secure force encryption and compression
(Encryption-then-Compression) ETC algorithm of security and computational complexity.
Application:
1. Defence Forces: To Ensure secrecy of communication.
2. Intelligence Agencies: To decrypt intercepted communication among terrorist outfits and other countries.
3. E- Commerce [On-line Shopping, Net Banking]: To ensure secrecy of confidential information like credit
card number during transaction.
1.1 Literature Survey
1. Manshoor Ebrahim, Chai wai chang presented”Secure Force: A low complexity Cryptographic
algorithm for wireless sensor network (WSN)” [1].
This algorithm is developed on basis of the complex architecture and encryption is done with the help of basic
mathematical functions. To make more critical cipher, various substitution and permutation process are used.
2. Masoor Ebrahim, Shujaat Khan, Umer Bin Khalid Presented”Symmetric Algorithm survey: A
Comparative Analysis” [2]
This paper is basically evaluation of the private block encrytpion algorithm. This is presented with the help of
the basis of various specifications. Here they have analysed symmetric algorithm on the basis of the
authentication, security and hardware robustness. From the analysis, they have concluded that AES (Rijindeal)
is most usable technique on the basis of the different parameter analysis.
3. S.V.V.D. Jagadesh, T. Sudha Rani Presented”An Effective approaches of Compressing Encrypted
Image” [6].
In this they have presented a novel scheme of scalable coding for encrypted image. Where the original value
of all the pixels are encrypted by Modulo-256 addition with pseudo random number, leading to semantic
security. That explains the processing scheme is more suitable for real-time decompression and some
scenarios without feedback channel.
This paper is a survey of lossy image compression with help of DCT. They also discussed JEPG compression.
4. Anitha S presented “Image compression using discrete cosine transform and discrete wavelet
transform” [3].
In this paper, they have studied mathematical equation of DCT and its uses in lossy compression techniques.
2. PROPOSED WORK
To achieve less energy consumption, minimum resources we have tested some of the existing
Well known encryption algorithms. With the help of these implementation we have seen secure
Force symmetric key encryption algorithm gives better results in some analysis. Therefore, we
have decided to use this algorithm for our proposed system. Let’s, now see how it works with
the help of minimum infrastructure constraints.
2.1 Performance Evaluation Criteria for encryption
1. Simulation Time
Secure force algorithm is a very simple and not so heavy algorithm. Therefore, it requires fewer amounts of
the resources. To execute this algorithm we required less execution to meet our goals, which is lesser than
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other encryption algorithm [6]. The following table will show the hardware and software requirement to
execute this algorithm.

Table 2: Time study of the Proposed Algorithm
2. Image Entropy
The study of intensity level of the each pixel is calculated with the help of the entropy of the original image
and encrypted image. For this we have calculated entropy of the some of the images and observed the changes
done in the encrypted image entropy. The entropy calculation for images, namely Postcard.jpg, Einstein.jpg,
Head.png, Web-image.jpg and obama.png is presented in Table 3 .and entropy change is observed.

Table 3: Image Entropy Test
3. PSNR
It is used to calculate the quality of the decompression of the performed algorithm [1]. It is used to calculate
squared error between encrypted image and original image. This is calculated with help of MSE.

Table 4: Image MSE and PSNR
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2.2 Comparative Analysis
We have compared AES and Secure Force Algorithm with the help of parameters such as Entropy, Simulation
Time, Avalanche Test, PSNR, MSE, No. of rounds and Histogram, and we found that the Secure Force
Algorithm is giving better result than AES.

Table 1 : Comparative analysis of AES and Secure Force Algorithm
To enhance the energy performance, they have used the encryption process which resides of five encryption
rounds. As we have studied, the less amount of encryption rounds can results in the limited power
consumption [6]. To get better enhancement result in security, all the encryption round enclose 6 simple
mathematical functions are performed on only 4 bit of a data. This type of work creates sufficient confusion
and diffusion of data to confront distinctive types of attacks. In this system algorithm, the main function is key
expansion process, comprise composite mathematical operations(Multiplication, transposition, permutation
and rotation) by achieving passkeys for the encryption process, operation is performed at decoder side of
receiver side in same wireless sensor network (WSN) application.
Above process can switch the computational responsibility at the decoder and discursively, this will improves
the lifetime of the encryption process. In the secure force encryption the LEAP (Localised encryption and
Authentication Protocol) is used [6]. It required little electricity, robust hardware and protected passkey
management protocol that is used for WSN application [1]. This secure force symmetric key algorithm is
consisting of four dominant blocks:
1) Key Expansion Block;
2) Key Management Protocol;
3) Encryption Block;
4) Decryption Block.
DCT Compression
Image compression is very essential for efficient transmission and storage of images. Now a days in small
industries and IT sectors to store a information they required huge storage date centres. And to access these
kind of information required huge bandwidth, for such environment system should run with less consumption
techniques and compressed information. To do so, we have studied some compression algorithms where we
get lossless compression for text data and lossy compression for multimedia information. There are several
methods of image compression are available. For lossy compression we have used DCT which by separating
images into small parts of different frequencies [3]. Where in quantisation of image is separates for
compression. To retrieve the image, at the decoding side of the decompression, we need particularly most
significant frequencies, which we get it by nullifying less high frequency.
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2.3 Proposed System

Figure 1 : Proposed Encryption and compression System.
Design Steps for implementation:
Step 1: Take original image.
Step 2: apply secure force encryption algorithm on that image.
Step 3: Take the encrypted output image Display it with help of .MATLAB
Step 4: Analyse Security Parameters with MATLAB framework and display the output results.
Step 5: Now apply Encrypted image as input to the compression block.
Step 6: The compressed image output is displayed on the MATLAB framework.
Step 7: Again the Analysis of the Security parameters are performed with help of the MATLAB tool.
Step 8: compare the compressed image results with encrypted image result.
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Figure 2 : Proposed Decryption and Decompression System
2.4 Implementation and Results
The proposed encryption and then compression algorithm is carried out with the MATLAB Tool kit. This
gives real performance on the image Einstein.jpg image but the algorithm can be work on all image file
format. We are working with the 64 –bit algorithm, which can be same use for upper version of the file
format.

Figure 3: Implementation SF algorithm with MATLAB
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Figure 4: Implementation DCT algorithm with MATLAB.

3. CONCLUSION
This hybrid algorithm can give us satisfactory results, which we will get it by changing some of default
configuration in the program logic. In last few decades many encryption and compression algorithms are used
by the many researchers. Where they get the result in order to get diminish the computational payload by
keeping security level at high level. The work is implemented with the secure force algorithm with the help of
MATLAB simulink software, to achieve less time consumption and for more randomness in encryption output
at the output end. Still there are some minor weaknesses are present which we can reduce it, by changing its
default configuration. Over a year there have been many proposed algorithm for image encryption using
different platforms, which have encrypted the multimedia bit sequence with the help of fast traditional
cryptosystem. The work is implemented with 64 bit MATLAB platform and performs standard tests for image
data. Initially studied secure force algorithm using MATLAB comparative results are obtained and after this
we
have
implemented
DCT
Compression
which
gives
us
satisfied
results.
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